Night Boat to Tangier Kevin Barry (Author)
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Edition:
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Publishing Status:
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Hardback With dust jacket 224pp h220mm x w144mm x s24mm 359g Print PDF
ISBN13: 9781782116172 ISBN13: 978-1-78211-617-2 ISBN10: 1782116176 EAN:
9781782116172
x
Description: It's late one night at the Spanish port of Algeciras and two fading Irish gangsters are waiting on the boat from Tangier. A lover has been
lost, a daughter has gone missing, their world has come asunder - can it be put together again?
Night Boat to Tangier is a novel drenched in sex and death and narcotics, in sudden violence and old magic. But above all, it is a book obsessed with
the mysteries of love. A tragicomic masterwork from the award-winning Kevin Barry, Night Boat to Tangier is a work of melancholy beauty, wit and
lyrical brilliance.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Firefighting: The Financial Crisis and its Lessons Ben S. Bernanke (Author)
Timothy F. Geithner (Author) Henry M. Paulson, Jr. (Author)
Series:

Edition:

Main

Imprint:

Profile Books Ltd

Publisher:

Profile Books Ltd

Pub Date:

18 Apr 2019

Publishing Status:

Active

Published in: United Kingdom
Paperback / softback Trade paperback (UK) 240pp h198mm x w129mm x s16mm 236g b&w charts
and tables Trade Paperback
ISBN13: 9781788163361 ISBN13: 978-1-78816-336-1 ISBN10: 1788163362 EAN:
9781788163361
x
Description: "I learned much from this book I had not previously known. Its cautions for the future should be required reading for all policy makers." Warren Buffett
2008 saw one of the worst financial crises in generations, the global implications of which are still being felt today. Ten years later Ben Bernanke,
Timothy Geithner and Hank Paulson reflect on the causes of the crisis, why it was so damaging, and what it ultimately took to prevent a second Great
Depression.
All three had crucial roles in the government's response- Ben S. Bernanke as chairman of the Federal Reserve; Henry M. Paulson, Jr., as secretary of
the Treasury under President George W. Bush; Timothy F. Geithner as president of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York during the Bush years and
then Treasury secretary under President Barack Obama. A powerful, warts and all account told with unprecedented clarity; from the flawed human
response to the necessity to learn from the past and help firefighters of the future protect economies from the ravages of financial crises.
Firefighting is a vital account of a defining moment in modern history and an inspiring lesson on leadership through crisis.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The Liar in the Library Simon Brett (Author)
Series:

Fethering Village
Mysteries

Edition:

Main

Imprint:

Black Thorn

Publisher:

Canongate Books Ltd

Pub Date:

06 Jun 2019

Publishing Status:

Active

Published in: United Kingdom
Paperback / softback B-format paperback 192pp h198mm x w129mm x s12mm 133g Print PDF
ISBN13: 9781786894861 ISBN13: 978-1-78689-486-1 ISBN10: 1786894866 EAN:
9781786894861
x
Description: Fethering has everything a sleepy coastal town should: a snug English pub, cosy cottages, a little local library - and the occasional
murder . . .
Bestselling author Burton St Clair, complete with soaring ego and wandering hands, has come to town to give a talk. But after his corpse is found
slumped in his car, he won't be leaving. Jude is the prime suspect; she was, after all, the last person to see Burton St Clair alive. If she is to prove her
innocence, she will have to dust off her detective skills and recruit her prim and proper neighbour (and partner-in-sleuthing) Carole to find the real
culprit.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

A Lucky Man Jamel Brinkley (Author)
Series:

Edition:

Main

Imprint:

Profile Books Ltd
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Pub Date:

06 Jun 2019

Publishing Status:
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Hardback Trade binding 256pp h222mm x w144mm x s26mm 395g Hardback
ISBN13: 9781788163217 ISBN13: 978-1-78816-321-7 ISBN10: 1788163214 EAN:
9781788163217
x
Description: 'Full of subtle poignancy ... each story is a trenchant exploration of race and class, vividly conveying the tension between social codes of
masculinity and the vulnerable, volatile self' New Yorker
In the nine unforgettable stories of A Lucky Man, Jamel Brinkley explores the unseen tenderness of black men and boys: the struggle to love and be
loved, the invisible ties of family and friendship, and the inescapable forces of race, class and masculinity.
A teen intent on proving himself a man at an all-night rave is preoccupied by watching out for his impressionable younger brother. A pair of young men
who follow two girls home from a party face the uncomfortable truth of their desires. An imaginative boy from the inner city goes swimming in the
suburbs, and faces the effects of privilege in ways he can barely grasp. And at a capoeira conference, two brothers grapple with their painful family
history.
Moving, lyrical and keen-eyed, A Lucky Man captures the inner lives of men and boys caught between hope and expectation, duty and desire.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Moneyland: Why Thieves And Crooks Now Rule The World And How To
Take It Back Oliver Bullough (Author)
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Edition:

Main
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Profile Books Ltd
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Profile Books Ltd

Pub Date:
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Publishing Status:
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Published in: United Kingdom
Paperback / softback B-format paperback 320pp h198mm x w129mm x s23mm 304g B Format
Paperback
ISBN13: 9781781257937 ISBN13: 978-1-78125-793-7 ISBN10: 1781257930 EAN:
9781781257937
x
Description: SUNDAY TIMES BEST SELLER
WATERSTONES NON-FICTION BOOK OF THE MONTH
LONGLISTED FOR THE ORWELL PRIZE 2019
SUNDAY TIMES BUSINESS BOOK OF THE YEAR
an ECONOMIST Politics and Current Affairs book of the year
and a DAILY MAIL and TIMES book of the year
'You cannot understand power, wealth and poverty without knowing about Moneyland.'
Simon Kuper, New Statesman
2019: democracy is eating itself, inequality is skyrocketing, the system is breaking apart. Why?
Because in 1962, some bankers in London had an idea that changed the world. That idea was called 'offshore'. It meant that, for the first time, thieves
could dream big. They could take everything.
Join investigative journalist Oliver Bullough on a journey into the hidden world of the new global kleptocrats.
See the poor countries where public money is stolen and the rich ones where it is laundered and invested. Watch the crooks at work and at play, and
meet their respectable, white-collar enablers. Learn how the new system works and begin to see how we can tackle it.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The Moth Presents: Occasional Magic: 50 True Stories of Defying the
Impossible Catherine Burns (Edited by) Catherine Burns (Introduction by)
The Moth (Author)
Series:

Edition:
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Imprint:

Serpent's Tail

Publisher:

Profile Books Ltd

Pub Date:

14 Mar 2019

Publishing Status:

Active

Published in: United Kingdom
Paperback / softback With flaps 416pp h216mm x w135mm x s30mm 500g Paperback with flaps
ISBN13: 9781781256664 ISBN13: 978-1-78125-666-4 ISBN10: 1781256667 EAN:
9781781256664
x
Description: Before television and radio, people would gather on porches, on the steps outside their homes, and tell stories. Their bewitched listeners
would sit and listen long into the night as moths flitted around overhead. Storytelling phenomenon The Moth recaptures this lost each week in cities
across America, Britain, Australia and beyond, playing to packed crowds at sold-out live events.
Occasional Magic is a selection of 50 of the finest Moth stories from recent shows, from storytellers who found the courage to face their deepest fears.

The stories feature voices familiar and new. Alongside Neil Gaiman, Adam Gopnik, Andrew Solomon, Rosanne Cash, and Cristina Lamb, there are
stories from around the world describing moments of strength, passion, courage and humour - and when a little magic happened.
In finest Moth tradition, Occasional Magic encourages us all to be more open, vulnerable and alive.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Ragnarok: The End of the Gods A.S. Byatt (Author)
Series:

Canons

Edition:

Main - Canons Reissue

Imprint:

Canongate Canons

Publisher:

Canongate Books Ltd

Pub Date:

06 Jun 2019

Publishing Status:

Active

Published in: United Kingdom
Paperback / softback B-format paperback 192pp h198mm x w129mm x s12mm 133g Print PDF
ISBN13: 9781786894526 ISBN13: 978-1-78689-452-6 ISBN10: 1786894521 EAN:
9781786894526 This Product Replaces: 9781782117186
x
Description: As the bombs rain down in the Second World War, one young girl is evacuated to the English countryside. Struggling to make sense of
her new wartime life, she is given a copy of a book of ancient Norse myths and her inner and outer worlds are transformed.
Linguistically stunning and imaginatively abundant, Byatt's mesmerising tale - inspired by the myth of Ragnarok -is a landmark piece of storytelling from
one of the world's truly great writers.
The Myths series brings together some of the world's finest writers, each of whom has retold a myth in a contemporary and memorable way. Authors in
the series include Karen Armstrong, Margaret Atwood, A.S. Byatt, David Grossman, Natsuo Kirino, Alexander McCall Smith, Philip Pullman, Ali Smith
and Jeanette Winterson.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Age of Conquests: The Greek World from Alexander to Hadrian (336 BC - AD
138) Prof. Dr. Angelos Chaniotis (Author)
Series:

Edition:

Main

Imprint:

Profile Books Ltd

Publisher:

Profile Books Ltd

Pub Date:

06 Jun 2019

Publishing Status:
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Published in: United Kingdom
Paperback / softback B-format paperback 480pp h198mm x w129mm x s28mm 396g Integrated
black and white photos and maps B Format Paperback
ISBN13: 9781846682971 ISBN13: 978-1-84668-297-1 ISBN10: 1846682975 EAN:
9781846682971
x
Description: The ancient world that Alexander the Great transformed in his lifetime was transformed once more by his death. The imperial dynasties of
his successors incorporated and reorganized the fallen Persian empire, creating a new land empire stretching from the shores of the Mediterranean to
as far east as Bactria. In old Greece a fragile balance of power was continually disturbed by wars. Then, from the late third century, the military and
diplomatic power of Rome successively defeated and dismantled every one of the post-Alexandrian political structures.
The Hellenistic period (c. 323-30 BC) was then one of fragmentation, violent antagonism between large states, and struggles by small polities to retain
an illusion of independence. Yet it was also a period of growth, prosperity, and intellectual achievement. A vast network spread of trade, influence and
cultural contact, from Italy to Afghanistan and from Russia to Ethiopia, enriching and enlivening centres of wealth, power and intellectual ferment.
From Alexander the Great's early days building an empire, via wars with Rome, rampaging pirates, Cleopatra's death and the Jewish diaspora, right up
to the death of Hadrian, Chaniotis examines the social structures, economic trends, political upheaval and technological progress of an era that spans
five centuries and where, perhaps, modernity began.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The Half Sister Catherine Chanter (Author)
Series:

Edition:

Main

Imprint:

Canongate Books Ltd

Publisher:

Canongate Books Ltd

Pub Date:

07 Mar 2019

Publishing Status:

Active

Published in: United Kingdom
Paperback / softback B-format paperback 400pp h198mm x w129mm x s24mm 267g Print PDF
ISBN13: 9781786891266 ISBN13: 978-1-78689-126-6 ISBN10: 1786891263 EAN:
9781786891266
x
Description: When Diana's mother dies, she impulsively invites estranged half-sister Valerie and her nine-year-old son to stay at her grand country
home. On the night of the funeral, fueled by wine and years of resentment, the sisters argue and a terrible accident occurs.
The foundations of a well-ordered life begin to crack and the lies begin to surface, one dangerous secret after another.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Trust Exercise Susan Choi (Author)
Series:

Edition:

Main

Imprint:

Profile Books Ltd

Publisher:

Profile Books Ltd

Pub Date:

02 May 2019

Publishing Status:

Active

Published in: United Kingdom
Hardback Trade binding 272pp h222mm x w144mm x s27mm 412g Hardback
ISBN13: 9781788161671 ISBN13: 978-1-78816-167-1 ISBN10: 178816167X EAN:
9781788161671
x
Description: 'This witty, sharp, unsettling novel grabs you and won't let you go.' Dana Spiotta
NAMED A MOST ANTICIPATED BOOK OF 2019 by Buzzfeed, Entertainment Weekly, New York Magazine, Electric Literature, The Millions,
PopSugar, The Philadelphia Inquirer, Publisher's Weekly, Lit Hub, Bustle, and The Huffington Post
Sarah and David are in love - the obsessive, uncertain love of teenagers on the edge of adulthood. They have just started their first term at a
performing arts school, where the rules are made by their magnetic and manipulative drama instructor Mr Kingsley.
Enclosing his students in a rarefied bubble where performance is everything, Mr Kingsley initiates them into a dangerous game that blurs the boundary
between teacher and students. The outside world can't affect them - until the bubble bursts, and the students are left to deal with the fallout.
Two decades on we learn that what we were told about these teenagers' lives is not completely true, but not completely false either. The real story
surrounding Sarah, David and their fellow students is larger and darker than we imagined, and the consequences have lasted a lifetime.
Trust Exercise is an enthralling, captivating novel about the treacherous terrain of adolescence, how we define consent, and what we lose, gain and
never get over as we navigate our way into adulthood's mysterious structures of sex and power.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Tragedy, the Greeks and Us Simon Critchley (Author)
Series:

Edition:

Main

Imprint:

Profile Books Ltd

Publisher:

Profile Books Ltd

Pub Date:

28 Mar 2019

Publishing Status:

Active

Published in: United Kingdom
Hardback Trade binding 336pp h222mm x w144mm x s31mm 477g Hardback
ISBN13: 9781788161473 ISBN13: 978-1-78816-147-3 ISBN10: 1788161475 EAN:
9781788161473
x
Description: We might think we are through with the past, but the past isn't through with us. Tragedy permits us to come face to face with the things
we don't want to know about ourselves, but which still make us who we are. It articulates the conflicts and contradictions that we need to address in
order to better understand the world we live in.
A work honed from a decade's teaching at the New School, where 'Critchley on Tragedy' is one of the most popular courses, Tragedy, the Greeks and

Us is a compelling examination of the history of tragedy. Simon Critchley demolishes our common misconceptions about the poets, dramatists and
philosophers of Ancient Greece - then presents these writers to us in an unfamiliar and original light.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Gentleman Jack: A biography of Anne Lister, Regency Landowner, Seducer
and Secret Diarist Katy Derbyshire (Translated by) Angela Steidele (Author)
Series:

Edition:
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Imprint:

Profile Books Ltd

Publisher:

Profile Books Ltd

Pub Date:

28 Mar 2019

Publishing Status:
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Published in: United Kingdom
Paperback / softback B-format paperback 352pp h198mm x w129mm x s21mm 294g b&w integrated
illustrations B Format Paperback
ISBN13: 9781788160995 ISBN13: 978-1-78816-099-5 ISBN10: 1788160991 EAN:
9781788160995
x
Description: The extraordinary life of history's first modern lesbian who inspired the television series Gentleman Jack
Anne Lister's journals were so shocking that the first person to crack their secret code hid them behind a fake panel in his ancestral home. Anne Lister
was a Regency landowner, an intrepid world traveller ... and an unabashed lover of other women.
In this bold new biography, prizewinning author Angela Steidele uses the diaries to create a portrait of Anne Lister as we've never seen her before: a
woman in some ways very much of her time and in others far ahead of it. Anne Lister recorded everything from the most intimate details of her
numerous liaisons through to her plans to make her fortune by exploiting the coal seams under her family estate in Halifax and her reaction to the
Peterloo massacre. She conducted a love life of labyrinthine complexity, all while searching for a girlfriend who could provide her with both financial
security and true love.
Anne Lister's rich and unconventional life is now the subject of the major BBC TV drama series Gentleman Jack.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The Shock Of The Old: Technology and Global History since 1900 David
Edgerton (Author)
Series:

Edition:

Main

Imprint:

Profile Books Ltd

Publisher:

Profile Books Ltd

Pub Date:

04 Apr 2019

Publishing Status:

Active

Published in: United Kingdom
Paperback / softback B-format paperback 304pp h198mm x w129mm x s18mm 255g B Format
Paperback
ISBN13: 9781788163088 ISBN13: 978-1-78816-308-8 ISBN10: 1788163087 EAN:
9781788163088
x
Description: 'It's rare for a book to make you see the world differently, but this ... does exactly that on almost every page' Guardian
Standard histories of technology give tired accounts of the usual inventions, inventors, and dates, framing technology as the inevitable march of
progress. They split history into ages - electrification, motorisation, and computerisation - and rarely ask whether anyone bothered to use these
inventions at the time. Shock of the Old is not one of those histories.
I Letters exist alongside emails and outlasted telegrams; we still make physical books and magazines despite the rise of the Internet - a belated rise
considering that the technologies that made it possible was invented in 1965, and bookshops thrive despite Amazon. More horses were used in the
Second World War than any other war in history and propeller planes continue to take off from the same runways as jets.
Shock of the Old forces us to reassess the significance of old inventions such as corrugated iron and sewing machines and rethink the relative
importance we place on the invention of something new, its application, and its widespread adoption. It challenges the idea that we live in an era of
ever increasing change and, interweaving political, economic and cultural history, teaches us to think critically about technology.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Washington Black: Shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize 2018 Esi Edugyan
(Author)
Series:

Edition:

Main

Imprint:

Serpent's Tail

Publisher:

Profile Books Ltd

Pub Date:

04 Apr 2019

Publishing Status:

Active

Published in: United Kingdom
Paperback / softback B-format paperback 432pp h198mm x w129mm x s26mm 358g B Format
Paperback
ISBN13: 9781846689604 ISBN13: 978-1-84668-960-4 ISBN10: 1846689600 EAN:
9781846689604
x
Description: SHORTLISTED FOR THE MAN BOOKER PRIZE 2018
WINNER OF THE GILLER PRIZE
FINALIST FOR THE CARNEGIE MEDAL AND THE ROGERS WRITERS TRUST FICTION PRIZE
LONGLISTED FOR THE WALTER SCOTT PRIZE 2019
New York Times Top Ten Book of the Year 2018
'A masterpiece' Attica Locke
'Strong, beautiful and beguiling' Observer
'Destined to become a future classic ... that rare book that should appeal to every kind of reader' Guardian
When two English brothers take the helm of a Barbados sugar plantation, Washington Black - an eleven-year-old field slave - finds himself selected as
personal servant to one of them. The eccentric Christopher 'Titch' Wilde is a naturalist, explorer, scientist, inventor and abolitionist, whose singleminded pursuit of the perfect aerial machine mystifies all around him.
Titch's idealistic plans are soon shattered and Washington finds himself in mortal danger. They escape together, but then Titch disappears and
Washington must make his way alone, following the promise of freedom further than he ever dreamed possible.
Inspired by a true story, Washington Black is an extraordinary tale of a world destroyed and made whole again.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Washington Black: Shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize 2018 Esi Edugyan
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Paperback
ISBN13: 9781788162982 ISBN13: 978-1-78816-298-2 ISBN10: 1788162986 EAN:
9781788162982
x
Description: SHORTLISTED FOR THE MAN BOOKER PRIZE 2018
'A masterpiece' Attica Locke
'Strong, beautiful and beguiling' Observer
'Destined to become a future classic ... that rare book that should appeal to every kind of reader' Guardian
When two English brothers take the helm of a Barbados sugar plantation, Washington Black - an eleven-year-old field slave - finds himself selected as
personal servant to one of them. The eccentric Christopher 'Titch' Wilde is a naturalist, explorer, scientist, inventor and abolitionist, whose singleminded pursuit of the perfect aerial machine mystifies all around him.
Titch's idealistic plans are soon shattered and Washington finds himself in mortal danger. They escape together, but then Titch disappears and
Washington must make his way alone, following the promise of freedom further than he ever dreamed possible.

Inspired by a true story, Washington Black is an extraordinary tale of a world destroyed and made whole again.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

London Made Us: A Memoir of a Shape-Shifting City Robert Elms (Author)
Series:

Edition:

Main

Imprint:

Canongate Books Ltd

Publisher:
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Pub Date:

07 Mar 2019

Publishing Status:

Active

Published in: United Kingdom
Hardback With dust jacket 320pp h240mm x w162mm x s30mm 565g b&w photos throughout Print
PDF
ISBN13: 9781786892119 ISBN13: 978-1-78689-211-9 ISBN10: 1786892111 EAN:
9781786892119
x
Description: 'London is a giant kaleidoscope, which is forever turning. Take your eye off it for more than a moment and you're lost.'
Robert Elms has seen his beloved city change beyond all imagining. London in his lifetime has morphed from a piratical, still bomb-scarred playground,
to a swish cosmopolitan metropolis. Motorways driven through lost communities, murder miles becoming estate agents' dreams, accents changing,
towers appearing. Yet still it remains to him the greatest place on earth.
Elms takes us back through time and place to myriad Londons. He is our guide through a place that has seen scientific experiments conducted in
subterranean lairs, a small community declare itself an independent nation and animals of varying exoticism roam free through its streets; a place his
great-great-grandfather made the Elms' home over a century ago and a city that has borne witness to epoch- and world-changing events.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Our Lady of Everything Susan Finlay (Author)
Series:

Edition:

Main

Imprint:

Profile Books Ltd

Publisher:

Profile Books Ltd

Pub Date:

14 Mar 2019

Publishing Status:
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Published in: United Kingdom
Hardback Trade binding 256pp h222mm x w144mm x s26mm 395g Hardback
ISBN13: 9781788161190 ISBN13: 978-1-78816-119-0 ISBN10: 178816119X EAN:
9781788161190
x
Description: Margaret O'Shea never thought she'd find herself praying for the life of an English soldier. But with her grandson Eoin fighting in Iraq,
Margaret can't do anything but say the rosary and hope that he comes home unscathed. His fiancee Katarzyna is a good Catholic girl, even if she goes
to Nottingham's Polish church rather than its Irish one.
What Margaret doesn't know is that Kathy's way of coping with Eoin's absence goes beyond prayer or reading horoscopes. Her friend David has been
studying Chaos Magic to distract himself from his new post-PhD career selling figurines of rat men to acne-ridden teenagers and wants Kathy to
participate in his Rite of Internet Love. But everyone gets more chaos than they bargained for when a video of a wounded Iraqi and a soldier who looks
a lot like Eoin starts circulating.
This is a sharp, wry and moving debut novel about love, faith and what normal people do when they don't have any of the answers.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Conan Doyle for the Defence: A Sensational Murder, the Quest for Justice
and the World's Greatest Detective Writer Margalit Fox (Author)
Series:

Edition:
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Imprint:

Profile Books Ltd

Publisher:

Profile Books Ltd

Pub Date:

06 Jun 2019

Publishing Status:
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Paperback / softback B-format paperback 368pp h198mm x w129mm x s22mm 307g Photos and
drawings B Format Paperback
ISBN13: 9781781253571 ISBN13: 978-1-78125-357-1 ISBN10: 1781253579 EAN:
9781781253571
x
Description: Just before Christmas 1908, Marion Gilchrist, a wealthy 82-year-old spinster, was found bludgeoned to death in her Glasgow home. A
valuable diamond brooch was missing, and police soon fastened on a suspect - Oscar Slater, a Jewish immigrant who was rumoured to have a
disreputable character. Slater had an alibi, but was nonetheless convicted and sentenced to death, later commuted to life imprisonment in the notorious
Peterhead Prison.
Seventeen years later, a convict called William Gordon was released from Peterhead. Concealed in a false tooth was a message, addressed to the
only man Slater thought could help him - Arthur Conan Doyle. Always a champion of the downtrodden, Conan Doyle turned his formidable talents to
freeing Slater, deploying a forensic mind worthy of Sherlock Holmes.
Drawing from original sources including Oscar Slater's prison letters, this is Margalit Fox's vivid and compelling account of one of the greatest
miscarriages of justice in Scottish history.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Albert Einstein Speaking R.J. Gadney (Author)
Series:

Edition:

Main

Imprint:
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Pub Date:
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Publishing Status:
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Paperback / softback B-format paperback 272pp h198mm x w129mm x s17mm 184g Print PDF
ISBN13: 9781786890498 ISBN13: 978-1-78689-049-8 ISBN10: 1786890496 EAN:
9781786890498
x
Description: Princeton. New Jersey.
14th March 1954
'Albert Einstein speaking.'
'Who?' asks the girl on the telephone.
'I'm sorry,' she says. 'I have the wrong number.'
'You have the right number,' Albert says.
From a wrong number to a friendship that would impact both their lives, Albert Einstein Speaking begins with the meeting of two very different minds the world's most respected scientist and a schoolgirl from New Jersey. Riotous, charming and tender, R.J. Gadney's novel spans almost a century and
shines a light on the man behind the myth.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Murder in Midsummer: Classic Mysteries for the Holidays Cecily Gayford
(Edited by) Ruth Rendell (Contributions by) Arthur Conan Doyle
(Contributions by) Dorothy L Sayers (Contributions by) Margery Allingham
(Contributions by) John Dickson Carr (Contributions by) G K Chesterton
(Contributions by) Michael Innes (Contributions by) Julian Symons
(Contributions by) Ellis Peters (Contributions by)
Series:

Edition:
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Imprint:
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Publisher:

Profile Books Ltd

Pub Date:
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Publishing Status:
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Published in: United Kingdom
Paperback / softback Trade paperback (UK) 288pp h198mm x w129mm x s17mm 243g Trade
Paperback
ISBN13: 9781788161534 ISBN13: 978-1-78816-153-4 ISBN10: 178816153X EAN:
9781788161534
x
Description: It's the middle of summer. On Cornish sea-fronts, happy children grip melting ice-creams. In the south of France, sunlight filters through
leaves as families picnic in the shade. And in the fashionable resorts of the Mediterranean, the beautiful people sun themselves on picture-postcard
beaches.
And in those long, hot summer nights ... murder walks abroad. Away from familiar surroundings, and as the temperature rises, old grudges come to the
surface, new hatreds reach boiling point - and clever minds start to make dangerous plans. These ten classic mysteries, from some of the finest crime
writers, prove that no matter where you travel to - there's no rest for the wicked.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

A Long Island Story Rick Gekoski (Author)
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Edition:
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Pub Date:
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Paperback / softback B-format paperback 320pp h198mm x w129mm x s19mm 215g Print PDF
ISBN13: 9781786893437 ISBN13: 978-1-78689-343-7 ISBN10: 1786893436 EAN:
9781786893437
x
Description: It is 1953, a heat wave is sweeping across America and the Grossmans - Ben, Addie and their two children - are moving their lives from
the political heart of Washington DC to suburban Long Island. With their future uncertain, life in Long Island starts to cause problems for Ben and
Addie. Both begin to wonder if they were meant for more, whether their lives might look different than they planned, and whether their marriage - their
family - is worth fighting for. A Long Island Story is a portrait of a couple in crisis, of a unique and fascinating period in US history and of a seemingly
perfect family fighting their demons behind closed doors.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Of Me and Others: 1952-2019 Alasdair Gray (Author)
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ISBN13: 9781786895202 ISBN13: 978-1-78689-520-2 ISBN10: 178689520X EAN:
9781786895202

x
Description: In this frank, playful and typically unorthodox collection of essays, Alasdair Gray tells how his early life experiences influenced his writing,
including the creation of those landmarks of literature, Lanark and 1982, Janine. He details the inspirations behind his many acclaimed artworks and
murals, and makes clear how his moral, social and political beliefs and his work are inextricably linked.
Incisive, funny and fired with passion, Of Me and Others is as much about people, place and politics as it is about Gray's own life in art.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

1982, Janine Alasdair Gray (Author) Will Self (Introduction by)
Series:

Canons

Edition:

Main - Canons

Imprint:

Canongate Canons

Publisher:

Canongate Books Ltd

Pub Date:

07 Feb 2019

Publishing Status:

Active

Published in: United Kingdom
Paperback / softback B-format paperback 352pp h198mm x w129mm x s22mm 246g Print PDF
ISBN13: 9781786893963 ISBN13: 978-1-78689-396-3 ISBN10: 1786893967 EAN:
9781786893963 This Product Replaces: 9781841953465
x
Description: Jock McLeish, failed husband, lover and businessman is alone in a hotel room, drinking whisky, fantasising about sex and contemplating
suicide. As he tries to distance himself from reality, his lonely, alcohol-fuelled fantasies are interrupted by a flood of memories, reminding him of his
own shortcomings.
An unforgettably imaginative book, deeply experimental in its form and charged with a dark humour, 1982, Janine is a searing portrait of male need and
inadequacy. Gray's exploration of politics, religion, powerlessness and pornography has lost none of its power to shock and entertain.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Gresham's Law: The Life and World of Queen Elizabeth I's Banker John Guy
(Author)
Series:

Edition:

Main

Imprint:

Profile Books Ltd

Publisher:

Profile Books Ltd

Pub Date:

20 Jun 2019

Publishing Status:

Active

Published in: United Kingdom
Hardback Trade binding 320pp h240mm x w162mm x s31mm 640g 8 page colour plate section
Hardback
ISBN13: 9781788162364 ISBN13: 978-1-78816-236-4 ISBN10: 1788162366 EAN:
9781788162364
x
Description: Thomas Gresham was arguably the first true wizard of global finance. He rose through the mercantile worlds of London and Antwerp to
become the hidden power behind three out of the five Tudor monarchs. Today his name is remembered in economic doctrines, in the institutions he
founded (the Royal Exchange, Gresham College) and in the City of London's position at the economic centre of the earth.
Without Gresham, England truly might have become a vassal state. His manoeuvring released Elizabeth from a crushing burden of debt and allowed
for vital military preparations during the wars of religion that set Europe ablaze. Yet his deepest loyalties have remained enigmatic, until now.
Drawing on vast new research and several startling discoveries, the great Tudor historian John Guy recreates Gresham's life and singular personality
with astonishing intimacy. He reveals a survivor, flexible enough to do business with merchants and potentates no matter their religious or ideological
convictions. His mind was a calculating engine. Yet his personal relationships were disturbingly transactional. Smuggler and arms dealer, extortioner
backed by royal authority, he was a figure of cold unsentimentality even to members of his own family.
Elizabeth, England's steely young queen, found herself at odds with Gresham's ambitions. In their collisions and wary accommodations, we see our
own conflicts between national sovereignty and global capital foreshadowed. A story of adventure and jeopardy, greed and cunning, loyalties divided,
mistaken or betrayed, this is a biography fit for a merchant prince. Five hundred years after Gresham's birth, now is the time to reckon up his legacy.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Evie and the Animals Matt Haig (Author) Emily Gravett (Illustrated by)
Series:

Edition:

Main

Imprint:

Canongate Books Ltd

Publisher:

Canongate Books Ltd

Pub Date:

06 Jun 2019

Publishing Status:

Active

Published in: United Kingdom
Hardback With dust jacket 256pp h204mm x w138mm x s26mm 347g Black and white illustrations
throughout Print PDF
ISBN13: 9781786894281 ISBN13: 978-1-78689-428-1 ISBN10: 1786894289 EAN:
9781786894281
x
Description: Eleven-year-old Evie has a talent. A SUPERTALENT.
A talent that can let her HEAR the thoughts of an elephant, and make friends with a dog and a sparrow.
The only problem is, this talent is dangerous. VERY dangerous. That's what her dad says.
So when she frees the school rabbit from its tiny hutch, she vows to keep her talent a secret. But after a face-to-face encounter with a lion, things start
to go very wrong. Her dad - and every animal in town - is now in danger. Evie is determined to save them. And to find the truth of her own past. To do
that she must battle a mysterious man with a talent more powerful than any other.
As time runs out, she must seek help from the animals, and finally DARE TO BE HERSELF?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

My Name Is Monster Katie Hale (Author)
Series:

Edition:

Main

Imprint:

Canongate Books Ltd

Publisher:

Canongate Books Ltd

Pub Date:

06 Jun 2019

Publishing Status:

Active

Published in: United Kingdom
Hardback 320pp h220mm x w144mm x s30mm 456g
ISBN13: 9781786896353 ISBN13: 978-1-78689-635-3 ISBN10: 1786896354 EAN:
9781786896353
x
Description: After the Sickness has killed off her parents, and the bombs have fallen on the last safe cities, Monster emerges from the Arctic vault
which has kept her alive. When she washes up on the coast of Scotland, everyone she knows is dead, and she believes she is alone in an empty
world.
Monster begins the long walk south, scavenging and learning the contours of this familiar land made new. Slowly, piece by piece, she begins to rebuild
a life. Until, one day, she finds a girl: another survivor, feral, and ready to be taught all that Monster knows. But the lessons the girl learns are not
always those Monster means to teach . . .
Inspired by Robinson Crusoe and Frankenstein, My Name Is Monster is a novel about power, about the things that society leaves imprinted on us
when the rules no longer apply, and about the strength and the danger of a mother's love.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Marx, Capital and the Madness of Economic Reason David Harvey (Author)
Series:

Edition:

Main

Imprint:

Profile Books Ltd

Publisher:

Profile Books Ltd

Pub Date:

04 Apr 2019

Publishing Status:

Active

Published in: United Kingdom
Paperback / softback B-format paperback 256pp h198mm x w129mm x s15mm 217g Figures and
charts B Format Paperback
ISBN13: 9781781258750 ISBN13: 978-1-78125-875-0 ISBN10: 1781258759 EAN:
9781781258750
x
Description: Marx's Capital is one of the most important texts of the modern era. The three volumes, published between 1867 and 1883, changed the
destiny of countries, politics and people across the world - and continue to resonate today. In this book, David Harvey lays out their key arguments.
In clear and concise language, Harvey describes the architecture of capital according to Marx, placing his observations in the context of capitalism in
the second half of the nineteenth century. He considers the degree to which technological, economic and industrial change during the last 150 years
means Marx's analysis and its application may need to be modified.
Marx's trilogy concerns the circulation of capital: volume I, how labour increases the value of capital, which he called valorisation; volume II, on the
realisation of this value, by selling it and turning it into money or credit; volume III, on what happens to the value next in processes of distribution.
The three volumes contain the core of Marx's thinking on the workings and history of capital and capitalism. David Harvey explains and illustrates the
profound insights and enormous analytical power they continue to offer in terms that, without compromising their depth and complexity, will appeal to a
wide range of readers, including those coming to the work for the first time.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The Buried: Life, Death and Revolution in Egypt Peter Hessler (Author)
Series:

Edition:

Main

Imprint:

Profile Books Ltd

Publisher:

Profile Books Ltd

Pub Date:

02 May 2019

Publishing Status:

Active

Published in: United Kingdom
Hardback Trade binding 480pp h240mm x w162mm x s41mm 766g Hardback
ISBN13: 9781788161305 ISBN13: 978-1-78816-130-5 ISBN10: 1788161300 EAN:
9781788161305
x
Description: 'Tenacious, revelatory, and humane.' - Paul Theroux
'The Buried is the kind of book that you don't want to end and won't forget. With the eye of a great storyteller Peter Hessler weaves together history,
reporting, memoir, and above all the lives of ordinary people in a beautiful and haunting portrait of Egypt and its Revolution.' - Ben Rhodes
In 2011, the world's eyes were on Egypt, as revolution swept across the country. But what lay below the surface of events was harder to see. Living in
Cairo, over the following years award-winning writer Peter Hessler set out to uncover the everyday lives and archaeological secrets of a country in
turmoil.
From the protests in Tahrir square, to Egypt's first democratic elections, and on to the massacres, the coup and its aftermath, The Buried follows the
ongoing events of the Arab Spring while also exploring the social forces and historical context behind it. At its heart lies human stories: iconoclastic
Pharaoh Akhenaten, rubbish collector Sayyid, Arabic teacher Rifaat, Chinese lingerie salesmen and resourceful archaeologists. Together, they raise
the question: is revolution just repetition, or can things really change?
Through extraordinary first-hand reporting and deep research, Hessler brings to light the relationship between the ancient past and the contemporary
condition, the political and the personal, to create an unforgettable work of literary and documentary brilliance.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

No Bullsh*t Leadership: Why the World Needs More Everyday Leaders and
Why That Leader Is You Chris Hirst (Author)
Series:

Edition:

Main

Imprint:

Profile Books Ltd

Publisher:

Profile Books Ltd

Pub Date:

02 May 2019

Publishing Status:

Active

Published in: United Kingdom
Hardback Trade binding 224pp h204mm x w138mm x s24mm 336g Approx. 20 B&W integrated
Hardback
ISBN13: 9781788162524 ISBN13: 978-1-78816-252-4 ISBN10: 1788162528 EAN:
9781788162524
x
Description: A Financial Times Business Book of the Month
"A brilliant set of leadership tools that will help you succeed whatever your goal" - Sir Clive Woodward
Leadership is not some special club, open only to elites. It's not a gold star given to those with fancy titles and expensive degrees. Leadership is what
we all try to do every day.
Based on the author's hard-won experience, this smart, fun book delivers a step-by-step working manual on how to lead - for anyone. Full of simple
and direct approaches, it demystifies an over-analysed subject to get to the heart of modern leadership: the life-changing, career-transforming power to
get stuff done.
These principles and actionable steps apply to every field, from small businesses to community initiatives, from schools to sports teams to global
enterprises. You'll emerge with a clear understanding of culture and its importance, of how to confidently make decisions, and how to create teams that
outperform the competition. Ultimately, you'll find that we can all be leaders, we just need to get on with it.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Open Up: The Power of Talking About Money Alex Holder (Author)
Series:

Edition:

Main

Imprint:

Profile Books Ltd

Publisher:

Profile Books Ltd

Pub Date:

07 Mar 2019

Publishing Status:

Active

Published in: United Kingdom
Hardback Trade binding 288pp h204mm x w138mm x s28mm 401g Hardback
ISBN13: 9781788161879 ISBN13: 978-1-78816-187-9 ISBN10: 1788161874 EAN:
9781788161879
x
Description: 'Empowering, educational and very entertaining' - Elle
From friendships, to ambitions, to mental health, money plays a huge role in our lives and relationships, yet we're often too polite or embarrassed to
talk about it. But in an age of pay-gap exposes and growing inequality, we need to talk about money more than ever.
Open Up is an outspoken, warm and timely book that destigmatises the way we talk, think and feel about money. It's full of conversations about money
in everyday life - how we earn it, how we spend it and how it affects us. Whether learning from friends, being transparent with partners, finding
community with colleagues or recognising what you're worth, talking about money means letting go of shame, and creating a healthy relationship with
your finances. Full of sympathetic, practical advice on everything from mindful spending to the freelance jump and how to challenge the status quo, this
is a book that strips away the awkwardness, to help you find the power and solidarity of talking about money.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Conspiracy: A True Story of Power, Sex, and a Billionaire's Secret Plot to
Destroy a Media Empire Ryan Holiday (Author)
Series:

Edition:

Main

Imprint:

Profile Books Ltd

Publisher:

Profile Books Ltd

Pub Date:

28 Mar 2019

Publishing Status:

Active

Published in: United Kingdom
Paperback / softback B-format paperback 336pp h198mm x w129mm x s20mm 281g B Format
Paperback
ISBN13: 9781788160841 ISBN13: 978-1-78816-084-1 ISBN10: 1788160843 EAN:
9781788160841
x
Description: Conspiracy theories are legion. Conspiracies are rare. And of the few that do exist, fewer are ever discovered, let alone explained. This
story is the exception.
In 2016, media giant Gawker was forced to declare bankruptcy after a $140 million dollar judgment in court over an illegally recorded sex tape of Hulk
Hogan. The case was no accident: it was the result of a nearly decade-long plot masterminded by Facebook and Paypal billionaire Peter Thiel.
With exclusive access to all the key players, Ryan Holiday takes us behind the scenes of this extraordinary and at times surreal story, and transforms
the events into both a dissection of that controversial methodology - conspiracy - and an eye-opening cautionary tale on the use, abuse and
consequences of power and secrecy in the modern age.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Understanding and Responding to Self-Harm: The One Stop Guide: Practical
Advice for Anybody Affected by Self-Harm Allan House (Author)
Series:

Edition:

Main

Imprint:

Profile Books Ltd

Publisher:

Profile Books Ltd

Pub Date:

06 Jun 2019

Publishing Status:

Active

Published in: United Kingdom
Paperback / softback Trade paperback (UK) 192pp h198mm x w129mm x s13mm 191g Trade
Paperback
ISBN13: 9781788160278 ISBN13: 978-1-78816-027-8 ISBN10: 1788160274 EAN:
9781788160278
x
Description: Self-harm is increasingly prevalent in our society. But few of us understand why, or know what to do to help ourselves, friends or family in
such situations. It can be very isolating.
Understanding and Responding to Self-Harm aims to fill this gap, providing practical information and advice for anyone who has an experience of selfharm.
Showing the various forms self-harm can take, this book explores the reasons behind it, and offers advice on self-management, support to others, and
what services are available. Full of clear, thoughtful advice for those who may be thinking of harming themselves, or have already done so, as well as
guidance for families and friends on helpful strategies and responses - and ones to avoid - it uses evidence from research and direct experience to
provide an essential resource.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Business Health Check: Everything you need to know to keep your business
healthy in the 21st century Olivier Kennedy (Author) Martin Kunzi (Author)
Series:

Edition:

Main

Imprint:

Profile Editions

Publisher:

Profile Books Ltd

Pub Date:

11 Apr 2019

Publishing Status:

Active

Published in: United Kingdom
Hardback Trade binding 192pp h205mm x w138mm x s22mm 420g Hardback
ISBN13: 9781788163767 ISBN13: 978-1-78816-376-7 ISBN10: 1788163761 EAN:
9781788163767
x
Description: Diagnosing the modern business like the human body, this fun compendium of business diseases looks at such disorders as 'Youngitiscreating only for millennials' (risk group: marketing teams); 'Social media denial syndrome' ('related diseases: 'Meeting syndrome'); and 'Compulsive
email disorder' (cure: zero inbox). In a hilarious look at organisational hierarchies, generational disconnects and general office foibles, this pocket book
will enable you to see the mistakes of your own business and guide you safely to decontagion and cure.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Only Americans Burn in Hell Jarett Kobek (Author)
Series:

Edition:

Main

Imprint:

Profile Books Ltd

Publisher:

Profile Books Ltd

Pub Date:

11 Apr 2019

Publishing Status:

Active

Published in: United Kingdom
Hardback Trade binding 304pp h222mm x w144mm x s29mm 444g Hardback
ISBN13: 9781788162203 ISBN13: 978-1-78816-220-3 ISBN10: 178816220X EAN:
9781788162203
x
Description: 'Brilliantly funny ... the best satire of our contemporary nightmare that you will ever see, and very possibly the last' Alan Moore
It's 2019 and America is ruled over by a billionaire reality TV star. Its media is owned by a transnational class of the shameless and the depraved. And
its people have been silently robbed of their wealth, their dignity and their democracy.
In this brave new world, going to see a superhero movie counts as activism, and arguing with the other serfs on social media is political engagement.
BUT EVERYTHING'S FINE - as long as you never, ever ask yourself who makes money from the ticket sales and the ratings, or who owns Twitter.
It's 2019 and Jarett Kobek has done the only thing a dissident American novelist can do in those circumstances: he's joined the party and written
fantasy novel about an immortal fairy queen and a shadowy billionaire philanthropist sheikh called Dennis.
Hilarious, provocative and unmissable, Only Americans Burn in Hell is the only novel for our certifiably insane times.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Direct: Tony Laithwaite My Story Tony Laithwaite (Author)
Series:

Edition:

Main

Imprint:

Profile Editions

Publisher:

Profile Books Ltd

Pub Date:

04 Apr 2019

Publishing Status:

Active

Published in: United Kingdom
Hardback Trade binding 272pp h255mm x w195mm x s20mm 940g 150 colour and black and white
images Hardback
ISBN13: 9781788161251 ISBN13: 978-1-78816-125-1 ISBN10: 1788161254 EAN:
9781788161251

x
Description: Direct Wines, The Sunday Times Wine Club, Laithwaites or just Wine People. Known by various names over the last 50 years,
Laithwaites is now the top wine company in the UK and a leading example of a thriving family business turned empire.
In the 1960s young geography student Tony Laithwaite took a job washing wine bottles in Bordeaux and soon fell head-over-heels in love with the wine
and the people who make it. After his inspiring time in Bordeaux, he took a van stocked with his favourite French wines back to the UK to share with
friends and neighbours at home as part of a small start-up business. He wrote to Harold Evans at the Times to persuade him of the superior quality of
his imported wine, and they soon joined forces to set up the hugely successful Sunday Times Wine Club. It wasn't long before hundreds of small
wineries around the world were queuing to take part in Tony's venture, which transformed from a tiny operation to a massive business virtually
overnight. Today, nearly 50 years on from its foundation in 1969, Laithwaites' parent company Direct Wines is the world's number one home-delivery
wine merchant with operations in the UK, US and Australia and New Zealand.
Direct: Tony Laithwaite My Story is not just the remarkable story of a wine company, or its wines, but a tale of the people who have created its success.
Filled with rich archive imagery and newly commissioned illustrations by David Eldridge, as well as anecdotes of Tony's early years in France, this
inspirational memoir is perfect to enjoy with your favourite bottle of wine.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

You Talkin' To Me?: Rhetoric from Aristotle to Obama Sam Leith (Author)
Series:

Edition:

Main

Imprint:

Profile Books Ltd

Publisher:

Profile Books Ltd

Pub Date:

04 Apr 2019

Publishing Status:

Active

Published in: United Kingdom
Paperback / softback B-format paperback 336pp h198mm x w129mm x s20mm 281g B Format
Paperback
ISBN13: 9781788163187 ISBN13: 978-1-78816-318-7 ISBN10: 1788163184 EAN:
9781788163187
x
Description: Rhetoric gives our words the power to inspire. But it's not just for politicians: it's all around us, whether you're buttering up a key client or
persuading your children to eat their greens. You have been using rhetoric yourself, all your life. After all, you know what a rhetorical question is, don't
you?

In this updated edition of his classic guide, Sam Leith traces the art of argument from ancient Greece down to its many modern mutations. He
introduces verbal villains from Hitler to Donald Trump - and the three musketeers: ethos, pathos and logos. He explains how rhetoric works in
speeches from Cicero to Richard Nixon, and pays tribute to the rhetorical brilliance of AC/DC's "Back In Black". Before you know it, you'll be confident
in chiasmus and proud of your panegyrics - because rhetoric is useful, relevant and absolutely nothing to be afraid of.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Room to Dream David Lynch (Author) Kristine McKenna (Author)
Series:

Edition:

Main

Imprint:

Canongate Books Ltd

Publisher:

Canongate Books Ltd

Pub Date:

06 Jun 2019

Publishing Status:

Active

Published in: United Kingdom
Paperback / softback B-format paperback 592pp h198mm x w129mm x s35mm 390g b/w photos
throughout Print PDF
ISBN13: 9781782118411 ISBN13: 978-1-78211-841-1 ISBN10: 1782118411 EAN:
9781782118411
x
Description: THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
David Lynch - co-creator of Twin Peaks and writer and director of groundbreaking films such as Eraserhead, The Elephant Man, Blue Velvet and
Mulholland Drive - opens up about a lifetime of extraordinary creativity, the friendships he has made along the way and the struggles he has faced to
bring his projects to fruition.

Room to Dream is both an astonishing memoir told in Lynch's own words and a landmark biography based on hundreds of interviews, that offers
unique insights into the life and mind of one of the world's most enigmatic and original artists.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Turned Out Nice Again: On Living With the Weather Richard Mabey (Author)
Series:

Edition:

Main

Imprint:

Profile Books Ltd

Publisher:

Profile Books Ltd

Pub Date:

16 May 2019

Publishing Status:

Active

Published in: United Kingdom
Paperback / softback A-format paperback 112pp h178mm x w111mm x s7mm 90g A Format
Paperback
ISBN13: 9781781251812 ISBN13: 978-1-78125-181-2 ISBN10: 1781251819 EAN:
9781781251812
x
Description: In his trademark style, Richard Mabey weaves together science, art and memoirs (including his own) to show the weather's impact on our
culture and national psyche. He rambles through the myths of Golden Summers and our persistent state of denial about the winter; the Impressionists'
love affair with London smog, seasonal affective disorder (SAD - do we all get it?) and the mysteries of storm migraines; herrings falling like hail in
Norfolk and Saharan dust reddening south-coast cars; moonbows, dog-suns, fog-mirages and Constable's clouds; the fact that English has more
words for rain than Inuit has for snow; the curious eccentricity of country clothing and the mathematical behaviour of umbrella sales.
We should never apologise for our obsession with the weather. It is one of the most profound influences on the way we live, and something we all
experience in common. No wonder it's the natural subject for a greeting between total strangers: 'Turned out nice again.'
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Escape from Earth: A Secret History of the Space Rocket Fraser MacDonald
(Author)
Series:

Edition:

Main

Imprint:

Profile Books Ltd

Publisher:

Profile Books Ltd

Pub Date:

27 Jun 2019

Publishing Status:

Active

Published in: United Kingdom
Hardback Trade binding 384pp h240mm x w162mm x s36mm 751g plate section Hardback
ISBN13: 9781781259702 ISBN13: 978-1-78125-970-2 ISBN10: 1781259704 EAN:
9781781259702
x
Description: ESCAPE FROM EARTH is the untold story of the engineers, dreamers and rebels who started the American space programme. In
particular, it is the story of Frank Malina, founder of what became Nasa's Jet Propulsion Laboratory and the scientist who cracked the, as he called it,
problem of escape from the Earth by rocket.
It's a wild ride. Jack Parsons, Malina's chemistry-expert research partner, was a bed-hopping occultist with delusions of grandeur. We get all the
horrible details: drug parties and sex magic, cameos by Aleister Crowley and L Ron Hubbard, and an ill-fated attempt to start a mail-order religion.
Armed with hitherto unpublished letters, journals, and documents from the Malina family archives, Fraser MacDonald reveals what we didn't know.
Jack Parsons betrayed Frank Malina to the FBI, cooperating fully in their investigation of Malina for un-American activities. The Jet Propulsion Lab's
second director secretly denounced Frank as a Communist. Frank's research group had close ties to the spy network of the infamous Rosenbergs - the
only Americans executed during the Red Scare. This is a story of soaring ideals entangled in the most human of complications: infidelity and divorce,
betrayal and treason.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Amateur: A Reckoning With Gender, Identity and Masculinity Thomas Page
McBee (Author)
Series:

Edition:

Main

Imprint:

Canongate Books Ltd

Publisher:

Canongate Books Ltd

Pub Date:

14 Mar 2019

Publishing Status:

Active

Published in: United Kingdom
Paperback / softback B-format paperback 224pp h198mm x w129mm x s14mm 154g Print PDF
ISBN13: 9781786891006 ISBN13: 978-1-78689-100-6 ISBN10: 178689100X EAN:
9781786891006
x
Description: Shortlisted for the Baillie Gifford Prize for Non-Fiction
Shortlisted for the Wellcome Book Prize
In this groundbreaking new book, Thomas Page McBee, a trans man, trains to fight in a charity match at Madison Square Garden while struggling to
untangle the vexed relationship between masculinity and violence.
Through his experience of boxing - learning to get hit, and to hit back; wrestling with the camaraderie of the gym; confronting the betrayals and strength
of his own body - McBee examines the weight of male violence, the pervasiveness of gender stereotypes and the limitations of conventional
masculinity. A wide-ranging exploration of gender in our society, Amateur is ultimately a story of hope, as McBee traces a way forward: a new
masculinity, inside the ring and out of it.
A graceful and uncompromising exploration of living, fighting and healing, in Amateur we gain insight into the stereotypes and shifting realities of
masculinity today through the eyes of a new man.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Dream Angus: The Celtic God of Dreams Alexander McCall Smith (Author)
Series:

Canons

Edition:

Main - Canons

Imprint:

Canongate Canons

Publisher:

Canongate Books Ltd

Pub Date:

06 Jun 2019

Publishing Status:

Active

Published in: United Kingdom
Paperback / softback B-format paperback 192pp h198mm x w129mm x s12mm 133g Print PDF
ISBN13: 9781786894533 ISBN13: 978-1-78689-453-3 ISBN10: 178689453X EAN:
9781786894533 This Product Replaces: 9781841959610
x
Description: Dream Angus comes to you at night and bestows dreams. Just the sight of him may be enough to make you lose your heart, for he is
also the god of love, youth and beauty.
In this mesmerising retelling of the Celtic myth, Alexander McCall Smith unites dream and reality, leaving us to wonder: what is life but the pursuit of
dreams?
The Myths series brings together some of the world's finest writers, each of whom has retold a myth in a contemporary and memorable way. Authors in
the series include Karen Armstrong, Margaret Atwood, A.S. Byatt, David Grossman, Natsuo Kirino, Alexander McCall Smith, Philip Pullman, Ali Smith
and Jeanette Winterson.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The People's Act Of Love James Meek (Author)
Series:

Canons

Edition:

Main - Canons

Imprint:

Canongate Canons

Publisher:

Canongate Books Ltd

Pub Date:

20 Jun 2019

Publishing Status:

Active

Published in: United Kingdom
Paperback / softback B-format paperback 416pp h198mm x w129mm x s25mm 277g Print PDF
ISBN13: 9781786894014 ISBN13: 978-1-78689-401-4 ISBN10: 1786894017 EAN:
9781786894014 This Product Replaces: 9781782110514
x
Description: 1919, Siberia.
Deep in the unforgiving landscape a town lies under military rule, awaiting the remorseless assault of Bolsheviks along the Trans-Siberian railway. One
night a stranger, Samarin, appears from the woods with a tale of escape from an Arctic prison, insisting a cannibal is on his trail. Only Anna, a beautiful
young widow, trusts his story. When a local shaman is found dead, suspicion and terror engulf the isolated community, which harbours a secret of its
own . . .
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The Beekeeper of Sinjar: Rescuing the Stolen Women of Iraq Dunya Mikhail
(Author) Max Weiss (Translated by)
Series:

Edition:

Main

Imprint:

Profile Books Ltd

Publisher:

Profile Books Ltd

Pub Date:

06 Jun 2019

Publishing Status:

Active

Published in: United Kingdom
Paperback / softback B-format paperback 224pp h198mm x w129mm x s15mm 221g B Format
Paperback
ISBN13: 9781788161299 ISBN13: 978-1-78816-129-9 ISBN10: 1788161297 EAN:
9781788161299
x
Description: In The Beekeeper of Sinjar, the acclaimed poet and journalist Dunya Mikhail tells the harrowing stories of women from across Iraq who
have managed to escape the clutches of ISIS. Since 2014, ISIS has been persecuting the Yazidi people, killing or enslaving those who won't convert to
Islam. These women have lost their families and loved ones, along with everything they've ever known. Dunya Mikhail weaves together the women's
tales of endurance and near-impossible escape with the story of her own exile and her dreams for the
future of Iraq.
In the midst of ISIS's reign of terror and hatred, an unlikely hero has emerged: the Beekeeper. Once a trader selling his mountain honey across the
region, when ISIS came to Sinjar he turned his knowledge of the local terrain to another, more dangerous use. Along with a secret network of
transporters, helpers, and former bootleggers, Abdullah Shrem smuggles brutalised Yazidi women to safety through the war-torn landscapes of Iraq,
Syria, and Eastern Turkey.
This powerful work of literary nonfiction offers a counterpoint to ISIS's genocidal extremism: hope, as ordinary people risk torture and death to save the
lives of others.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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x
Description: Bass player extraordinaire Charles Mingus, who died in 1979, is one of the essential composers in the history of jazz, and Beneath the
Underdog, his celebrated, wild, funny, demonic, anguished, shocking and profoundly moving memoir, is the greatest autobiography ever written by a
jazz musician.
It tells of his God-haunted childhood in Watts during the 1920s and 1930s; his outcast adolescent years; his apprenticeship, not only with jazzmen but
also with pimps, hookers, junkies, and hoodlums; and his golden years in New York City with such legendary figures as Duke Ellington, Lionel
Hampton, Miles Davis, Charlie Parker, and Dizzy Gillespie. Here is Mingus in his own words, from shabby roadhouses to fabulous estates, from the
psychiatric wards of Bellevue to worlds of mysticism and solitude, but for all his travels never straying too far, always returning to music.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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ISBN13: 9781788161541 ISBN13: 978-1-78816-154-1 ISBN10: 1788161548 EAN:
9781788161541
x
Description: In many jobs people work their way up through a hierarchy, an experience that prepares them for managing a team. In some professions,
such as law, finance, accountancy, academia, engineering, education and healthcare, individuals may find themselves managing a team of equals.
This book uses 50 simple lessons to show the reader in concise, pithy prose how to manage a team of equals with intelligence and diplomacy.
Each lesson features a short introduction and example from the authors' experience, showing you how skills can be acquired. These are then followed
by 6-10 action points to implement immediately. Core leadership skills are reevaluated for the leader of a smart team.
The book teaches you core skills such as decision making and delegating, but also soft skills such as delivering good and bad news to team members
and how to realise more general aims such as building trust and growing your team. The authors also offer advice on how to look after yourself as a
team leader, how to build resilience in tough situations, but also how to develop creativity and extend your skill base so that you are constantly
learning.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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x
Description: A Sunday Times must read book of 2019
As heard on Radio 4 Book of the Week
'An out-of-this-world read ... brilliant and compelling. Morton is a high-octane British science journalist, and every chapter is littered with material that
strikes, amazes or haunts ... this is a book filled not just with a lifetime's knowledge of its subject but with a lifetime's suppressed excitement.'
James McConnachie, Sunday Times
Every generation has looked up from the Earth and wondered at the beauty of the Moon. 50 years ago, a few Americans became the first to do the
reverse - with the whole world watching through their eyes.
In this short but wide-ranging book, Oliver Morton explores the history and future of humankind's relationship with the Moon. A counterpoint in the sky,
it has shaped our understanding of the Earth from Galileo to Apollo. Its gentle light has spoken of love and loneliness; its battered surface of death and
the cosmic. For some, it is a future on which humankind has turned its back. For others, an adventure yet to begin.
Advanced technologies, new ambitions and old dreams mean that men, women and robots now seem certain to return to the Moon. What will they
learn there about the universe, the Earth-and themselves? And, this time, will they stay?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

A Tale for the Time Being Ruth Ozeki (Author)
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x
Description: In the wake of the 2011 tsunami, Ruth discovers a Hello Kitty lunchbox washed up on the shore of her beach home in British Columbia.
Within it lies a diary that expresses the hopes, heartbreak and dreams of a young girl desperate for someone to understand her. Each turn of the page
pulls Ruth deeper into the mystery of Nao's life, and forever changes her in a way neither could foresee.
Weaving across continents and decades, A Tale for the Time Being is an extraordinary novel about our shared humanity and the search for home.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Description: Timing is everything . . .
How can we use the hidden patterns of the day to build the ideal schedule?
Why do certain breaks dramatically improve student test results?
When should you have your first coffee of the day?
Why is singing in time with other people as good for us as exercise?
And what is the ideal time to quit a job, switch careers or get married?
In When, Daniel H. Pink distills cutting edge research and data on timing and synthesises them into a fascinating, readable narrative. Packed with
irresistible stories and practical takeaways, it provides compelling insights into how we can live richer, more engaged lives.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Description: Figuring explores the complexities of love and the human search for truth and meaning through the interconnected lives of several
historical figures across four centuries - beginning with the astronomer Johannes Kepler, who discovered the laws of planetary motion, and ending with
the marine biologist and author Rachel Carson, who catalysed the environmental movement.
Stretching between these figures is a cast of artists, writers, and scientists - mostly women, mostly queer - whose public contribution has risen out of
their unclassifiable and often heartbreaking private relationships to change the way we understand, experience and appreciate the universe. Among
them are the astronomer Maria Mitchell, who paved the way for women in science; the sculptor Harriet Hosmer, who did the same in art; the journalist
and literary critic Margaret Fuller, who sparked the feminist movement; and the poet Emily Dickinson.
Emanating from these lives are larger questions about the measure of a good life and what it means to leave a lasting mark of betterment on an
imperfect world: Are achievement and acclaim enough for happiness? Is genius? Is love? Weaving through the narrative is a set of peripheral figures Ralph Waldo Emerson, Charles Darwin, Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Herman Melville, Frederick Douglass, Nathaniel Hawthorne and Walt Whitman and a tapestry of themes spanning music, feminism, the history of science, the rise and decline of religion, and how the intersection of astronomy,
poetry and Transcendentalist philosophy fomented the environmental movement.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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x
Description: In 264 BC, a Roman army was poised to cross from southern Italy into Sicily. They couldn't know that this crossing would be Rome's first
step on its journey from local republic to vast and powerful empire.
At the beginning of the three dramatic centuries that make up this book's narrative, Rome had no emperor and limited global influence; by the book's
end, Hadrian was set to pass into history as one of the greatest emperors, whose territories stretched from England to Turkey.
In David Potter's masterful history of this period, we trace the process of cultural, political and civic transformation which led to the creation of a
monarchy and the acquisition of territory, via wars with Hannibal, the destruction of Carthage, Augustan Empire-building and Hadrian's famous wall, all
of which contributed to the most successful multi-cultural state in the history of Europe. This is a lively, scholarly approach to an essential era.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Working with Nature: Saving and Using the World's Wild Places Jeremy
Purseglove (Author)
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x
Description: From cocoa farming in Ghana to the orchards of Kent and the desert badlands of Pakistan, taking a practical approach to sustaining the
landscape can mean the difference between prosperity and ruin. Working with Nature is the story of a lifetime of work, often in extreme environments,
to harvest nature and protect it - in effect, gardening on a global scale. It is also a memoir of encounters with larger-than-life characters such as William
Bunting, the gun-toting saviour of Yorkshire's peatlands and the aristocratic gardener Vita Sackville-West, examining their idiosyncratic approaches to
conservation.
Jeremy Purseglove explains clearly and convincingly why it's not a good idea to extract as many resources as possible, whether it's the demand for
palm oil currently denuding the forests of Borneo, cottonfield irrigation draining the Aral Sea, or monocrops spreading across Britain. The pioneer of
engineering projects to preserve nature and landscape, first in Britain and then around the world, he offers fresh insights and solutions at each step.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The Suffering of Strangers Caro Ramsay (Author)
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x
Description: DI Costello faces a disturbing child abduction case; a six-week-old has been stolen and replaced with another baby. The swap took cold
and meticulous planning, so Costello treads the seedy, Glaswegian backstreets for answers. She's convinced that more than one young life is at stake.
Promoted into the Cold Case Unit, Colin Anderson reviews the unsolved rape of a young mother, whose attacker is still out there. Each case pulls
Anderson and Costello in the same direction and, as their paths keep crossing, they begin to suspect their separate cases are dangerously entwined.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Miracle Workers Simon Rich (Author)
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Edition:
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9781788160599
x
Description: Now a major TV series starring Daniel Radcliffe and Steve Buscemi.
Originally published as What in God's Name.
How can you help mankind, when they won't help themselves? Welcome to Heaven Inc, and Craig's life.
From the Sunsets Department and Geyser Regulation to the Department of Miracles, Heaven Inc has the earth covered. Unless someone is away from
their desk. And these days, the CEO is kind of disillusioned.
God knows he should be keeping an eye on the bad things happening on Earth, but instead he finds himself watching the Church channels on satellite
TV. His first priority is the team of angels he's asked to get Lynyrd Skynyrd back together.
Downstairs on the office floor, Eliza has been promoted from the Prayers Department to Miracles, and Craig, the only other workaholic in heaven, has
to show her around. Eliza is shocked by the casual attitude of many of the angels in her new department. And she's furious when she discovers that
God has never looked at, let alone answered, a single prayer.
So she storms into God's office and asks Him a question that no one has ever dared to ask before. And it might just be the end of the world.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The Kremlin School of Negotiation Igor Ryzov (Author) Alex Fleming
(Translated by)
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x
Description: Negotiating is something that we all do, whether at work or at home. But what if we come across someone who just won't give in? How
can we defend ourselves against manipulation? And how do we say 'no' without compromising a deal?
Using the official Kremlin method, Igor Ryzov guides us through the most effective techniques in negotiating terms that satisfy both parties. From
knowing how to get the most information about a potential deal, to how to read your counterpart, and to advice on defusing tension, this comprehensive
handbook ensures a mutually acceptable resolution that leaves you walking away successful, while also avoiding strained relationships.
With practical examples, and exercises to practice your negotiating skills, The Kremlin School of Negotiation will offer the tools you need to master any
deal.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Making Evil: The Science Behind Humanity's Dark Side Dr Julia Shaw
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x
Description: Are you evil?
A smart and highly readable exploration of why we think and do bad things.
Dr Julia Shaw shows us that the same dispositions that make us capable of heinous crimes may also work to our advantage. And, if evil is within all of
us, should it be said to exist at all?
In Making Evil, Shaw uses a compelling mix of science, popular culture and real life examples to break down timely and important issues. How similar
is your brain to a psychopath's? How many people have murder fantasies? Can A.I. be evil? Do your sexual proclivities make you a bad person? Who
becomes a terrorist?
This is a wide-ranging exploration into a fascinating, darkly compelling subject.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Unspeakable: The Things We Cannot Say Harriet Shawcross (Author)
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Description: As a teenager, Harriet Shawcross stopped speaking at school for almost a year, retreating into herself and communicating only when
absolutely necessary. As an adult, she became fascinated by the limits of language and in Unspeakable she asks what makes us silent.
From the inexpressible trauma of trench warfare and the aftermath of natural disaster to the taboo of coming out, Shawcross explores how and why
words fail us. From the mountains of Nepal to New York's theatre district she travels the world meeting people who constantly wrestle with language.
She studies the work of George Oppen, a poet who couldn't write a line for twenty-five years, interviews Eve Ensler whose play The Vagina
Monologues gave voice to the truths of female sexuality, and meets the founders of The Samaritans who have been listening silently to those in need
since the 1950s.
A beguiling mix of memoir, history, literary criticism and investigative journalism, Unspeakable is a moving and unprecedented study of the power of
silence.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Description: OVER A MILLION COPIES SOLD
The cult classic that defined a generation - first UK publication in 47 years
'An extraordinary novel ... women will like it and men should read it for the good of their immortal souls' Los Angeles Times
Sasha Davis has everything a girl in 1950s suburbia could want: beauty, intelligence and an all-star sports captain boyfriend. All she needs to succeed
is to keep her skin clear and her intelligence hidden under her Prom Queen tiara.
But when she drops out of college to marry, Sasha soon realises her life has become a fearful countdown to her thirtieth birthday - the year when her
beauty will have faded, and life as she knows it will end. As Sasha rebels against her fate, she finds herself experiencing an intellectual and sexual
awakening that might be her only chance of outrunning the aging process.
First published in 1972, Alix Kates Shulman's landmark novel follows Sasha's coming of age through the sexual double standards, job discrimination
and harassment of the 1950s and 60s. Five decades later, it remains a funny and heartbreaking story of a young woman in a man's world.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Description: 'A remarkable book; surprisingly gripping and often very moving ... at once disorientating and illuminating.' - Robert Macfarlane
We shape ourselves, and are shaped in return, by the walls that contain us. Buildings affect how we sleep, work, socialise and even breathe. They can
isolate and endanger us but they can also heal us. We project our hopes and fears onto buildings, while they absorb our histories.
In Living With Buildings, Iain Sinclair embarks on a series of expeditions - through London, Marseille, Mexico and the Outer Hebrides. A father and his
daughter, who has a rare syndrome, visit the estate where they once lived. Developers clink champagne glasses as residents are 'decanted' from their
homes. A box sculpted from whalebone, thought to contain healing properties, is returned to its origins with unexpected consequences. Part
investigation, part travelogue, Living With Buildings brings the spaces we inhabit to life as never before.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The Professor and the Parson: A Story of Desire, Deceit and Defrocking
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x
Description: 'I embarrassed myself by uncontrollable guffaws ... This is a truly wonderful story' A. N. Wilson, Spectator
'A white-knuckle roller-coaster ride of fibs and frauds' Sunday Telegraph
'An utterly mad, and wholly delightful story of chicanery and fantasy' Simon Winchester
One day in November 1958, the celebrated historian Hugh Trevor-Roper received a curious letter. It was an appeal for help, written on behalf of a
student at Magdalen College, with the unlikely claim that he was being persecuted by the Bishop of Oxford. Curiosity piqued, Trevor-Roper agreed to a
meeting. It was to be his first encounter with Robert Parkin Peters: plagiarist, bigamist, fraudulent priest and imposter extraordinaire.
The Professor and the Parson traces the strange career of one of Britain's most eccentric criminals. Motivated not by money but by a desire for
prestige, Peters' lied, stole and cheated his way to academic positions and religious posts from Cambridge to New York, Singapore and South Africa.
Frequently deported, and even more frequently discovered, his trail of destruction included seven marriages (three of which were bigamous), an
investigation by the FBI and a disastrous appearance on Mastermind.
Based on Trevor-Roper's own detailed 'file on Peters', The Professor and the Parson is a witty and charming account of eccentricity, extraordinary
narcissism and a life as wild and unlikely as any in fiction.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Do Dice Play God?: The Mathematics of Uncertainty Professor Ian Stewart
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Description: Uncertainty is everywhere. It lurks in every consideration of the future - the weather, the economy, the sex of an unborn child - even
quantities we think that we know such as populations or the transit of the planets contain the possibility of error. It's no wonder that, throughout that
history, we have attempted to produce rigidly defined areas of uncertainty - we prefer the surprise party to the surprise asteroid.
We began our quest to make certain an uncertain world by reading omens in livers, tea leaves, and the stars. However, over the centuries, driven by
curiosity, competition, and a desire be better gamblers, pioneering mathematicians and scientists began to reduce wild uncertainties to tame
distributions of probability and statistical inferences. But, even as unknown unknowns became known unknowns, our pessimism made us believe that
some problems were unsolvable and our intuition misled us. Worse, as we realized how omnipresent and varied uncertainty is, we encountered chaos,
quantum mechanics, and the limitations of our predictive power.
Bestselling author Professor Ian Stewart explores the history and mathematics of uncertainty. Touching on gambling, probability, statistics, financial
and weather forecasts, censuses, medical studies, chaos, quantum physics, and climate, he makes one thing clear: a reasonable probability is the only
certainty.
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Description: Uncertainty is everywhere. It lurks in every consideration of the future - the weather, the economy, the sex of an unborn child - even
quantities we think that we know such as populations or the transit of the planets contain the possibility of error. It's no wonder that, throughout that
history, we have attempted to produce rigidly defined areas of uncertainty - we prefer the surprise party to the surprise asteroid.
We began our quest to make certain an uncertain world by reading omens in livers, tea leaves, and the stars. However, over the centuries, driven by
curiosity, competition, and a desire be better gamblers, pioneering mathematicians and scientists began to reduce wild uncertainties to tame
distributions of probability and statistical inferences. But, even as unknown unknowns became known unknowns, our pessimism made us believe that
some problems were unsolvable and our intuition misled us. Worse, as we realized how omnipresent and varied uncertainty is, we encountered chaos,
quantum mechanics, and the limitations of our predictive power.
Bestselling author Professor Ian Stewart explores the history and mathematics of uncertainty. Touching on gambling, probability, statistics, financial
and weather forecasts, censuses, medical studies, chaos, quantum physics, and climate, he makes one thing clear: a reasonable probability is the only
certainty.
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Description: Longlisted for the Ondaatje Prize
Shortlisted for the Highland Book Prize
Shetland: a place of sheep and soil, of harsh weather, close ties and an age-old way of life. A place where David has lived all his life, like his father and
grandfather before him. A place that Alice has fled to after the death of her husband. A place where Sandy, a newcomer but already a crofter, may
have finally found a home. But times do change, and the valley that they all call home must change with them, or be forgotten.
The debut novel from one of our most exciting new literary voices, The Valley at the Centre of the World is a story about community and isolation,
about what is passed down, and what is lost between the cracks.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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x
Description: The light greenery of the early summer is trembling around Erik and Julia as they shove their children into the car and start the drive
towards the house by the sea on the west coast of Finland where they will spend the summer. From the outside they are a happy young family looking
forward to a long holiday together.
But look under the surface, and their happiness shows signs of not lasting the summer. On the eve of the holiday, Erik lost his job, but hasn't yet told
the family. And the arrival of Julia's childhood friend Marika - along with her charismatic husband Chris, the leader of a group of environmental activists
that have given up hope for planet Earth and are returning to a primitive lifestyle - deepens the hairline cracks that had so far remained invisible.
Around these people, over the course of one summer, Philip Teir weaves a finely-tuned story about life choices and lies, about childhood and
adulthood. How do we live if we know that the world is about to end?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Description: A SUNDAY TIMES TOP TEN BESTSELLER
In a 1970s commuter town, Tracey Thorn's teenage life was forged from what failed to happen. Her diaries were packed with entries about not buying
things, not going to the disco, the school coach not arriving.
Before she became an acclaimed musician and writer, Tracey Thorn was a typical teenager: bored and cynical, despairing of her aspirational parents.
Her only comfort came from house parties, Meaningful Conversations and the female pop icons who hinted at a new kind of living.
Returning more than three decades later to Brookmans Park, scene of her childhood, Thorn takes us beyond the bus shelters and pub car parks, the
utopian cul-de-sacs, the train to Potters Bar and the weekly discos, to the parents who wanted so much for their children, the children who wanted
none of it. With endearing wit and great insight, Thorn reconsiders the Green Belt post-war dream so many artists have mocked, and yet so many
artists have come from.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The Price You Pay Aidan Truhen (Author)
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Paperback / softback B-format paperback 240pp h198mm x w129mm x s14mm 204g B Format
Paperback
ISBN13: 9781788160094 ISBN13: 978-1-78816-009-4 ISBN10: 1788160096 EAN:
9781788160094
x
Description: 'A smart alec New York cocaine dealer discovers there's a hit out on him and decides the best course of action is to take bloody - and
amusingly creative - revenge' Sun
Get mad, get even, get paid. What kind of loser stops at getting even?
Didi's dead. That's sad. Jack Price isn't sad, because Jack doesn't care about Didi. Jack is just angry, because if anyone was going to brutally murder
his bad-tempered old neighbour, it was him.
But when Jack takes matters into his own hands, he gets a contract taken out on him by an internationally renowned terrorist organisation. Which
frankly seems overkill. Jack's just your average high-class coke dealer, after all. On a level playing field against a team of professional killers, he
wouldn't stand a chance.
But Jack Price doesn't play fair. And Jack Price is going to make these guys pay.
'The Price You Pay is brilliant, a latticework of barbed jokes and subtle observations and inventive misbehaviours, a high-end thriller, relentlessly
knowing, relentlessly brutal. It reads like Martin Amis on mescaline' New York Times
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

A Farmer's Diary: A Year at High House Farm Sally Urwin (Author)
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Hardback Trade binding 256pp h222mm x w144mm x s28mm 433g Hardback
ISBN13: 9781788160698 ISBN13: 978-1-78816-069-8 ISBN10: 178816069X EAN:
9781788160698
x
Description: 'I am going to do the whole bloody lambing. I'm going to lamb all the lambs. I imagine myself lean and strong, with thin thighs, in attractive
waterproof overalls, striding through the lambing shed like I own it.
I spend the rest of the evening searching through eBay for waterproof trousers, short leg, size 14, that don't look like a pair of plastic bags stitched
together at the crotch.'
Sally Urwin and her husband Steve own High House Farm in Northumberland, which they share with two kids, Mavis the Sheepdog, one very Fat
Pony, and many, many sheep. Set in a beautiful, wild landscape, and in use for generations, it's perfect for Sally's honest and charming account of
farming life.
From stock sales to lambing sheds, out in the fields in driving snow and on hot summer days, A Farmer's Diary reveals the highs, lows and hard, hard
work involved in making a living from the land. Filled with grit and humour, newborn lambs and local characters, this is the perfect book for anyone who
has ever wondered what it's like on the other side of the fence.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Extinctions Josephine Wilson (Author)
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ISBN13: 9781788160773 ISBN13: 978-1-78816-077-3 ISBN10: 1788160770 EAN:
9781788160773
x
Description: Professor Frederick Lothian, retired engineer, world expert on concrete and connoisseur of modernist design, has quarantined himself
from life by moving to a retirement village. Surrounded and obstructed by the debris of his life, he is determined to be miserable, but is tired of his
existence and of the life he has chosen.
When a series of unfortunate incidents forces him and his neighbour, Jan, together, he begins to realise the damage done by the accumulation of a
lifetime's secrets and lies, and to comprehend his own shortcomings. Finally, Frederick Lothian has the opportunity to build something meaningful for
the ones he loves.
Humorous, poignant and galvanising, this is a novel about all kinds of extinction - natural, racial, national and personal - and what we can do to prevent
them.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The Forager's Calendar: A Seasonal Guide to Nature's Wild Harvests John
Wright (Author)
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ISBN13: 9781781256213 ISBN13: 978-1-78125-621-3 ISBN10: 1781256217 EAN:
9781781256213
x
Description: 'He writes so engagingly that it's hard to imagine that actual foraging can be more attractive than reading his accounts of it. ...[This book]
is a treasure. It is beautifully produced, designed and illustrated.' - John Carey, The Sunday Times
Look out of your window, walk down a country path or go to the beach in Great Britain, and you are sure to see many wild species that you can take
home and eat. From dandelions in spring to sloe berries in autumn, via wild garlic, samphire, chanterelles and even grasshoppers, our countryside is
full of edible delights in any season.
John Wright is the country's foremost expert in foraging and brings decades of experience, including as forager at the River Cottage, to this seasonal
guide. Month by month, he shows us what species can be found and where, how to identify them, and how to store, use and cook them. You'll learn
the stories behind the Latin names, the best way to tap a Birch tree, and how to fry an ant, make rosehip syrup and cook a hop omelette.
Fully illustrated throughout, with tips on kit, conservation advice and what to avoid, this is an indispensable guide for everyone interested in wild food,
whether you want to explore the great outdoors, or are happiest foraging from your armchair.
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x
Description: THE RESISTANCE STARTS NOW
A group of rebels have united to save a world ravaged by war, violence and greed. Joan is their leader. Jean de Men is their foe. The future of
humanity is being rewritten . . .
Lidia Yuknavitch's mesmerising novel sees Joan of Arc's story reborn for the near future. It is a genre-defying masterpiece that may well rewire your
brain.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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x
Description: From the debris of her troubled early life, Lidia Yuknavitch weaves an astonishing tale of survival. A kind of memoir that is also a paean to
the pursuit of beauty, self-expression, desire - for men and women - and the exhilaration of swimming, The Chronology of Water lays a life bare.
It is a life that navigates, and transcends, abuse, addiction, self-destruction and the crushing loss of a stillborn child. It is the life of a misfit, one that
forges a fierce and untrodden path to creativity and comes together in the shape of love.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

